Ride the arrow to the target was hip to hip, rocket through the wilderness.

Boy, Mercury the air, strip shootin' for the sunset.

Skip the air, strip for the sunset.

Roam if you want to, roam around the world!

Roam if you want to, without anything but the love we feel around the world the trip begins with a ki-i-i-iss

Oh-ho girl dancin' down those dirty and dusty trail-ai-ails. Take it

Ride the arrow to the target was

hip to hip, rocket through the wilderness e e e esss.

round the world the trip begins with a ki-i-i-iss

Roam if you want to, roam around the world!

Roam if you want to, without anything but the love we feel

(instrumental)

(solo instrumental)
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Fly the great big sky, see the great big sea

Kick through the continents, bustin' boundaries

hip to hip, rocket through the wilderness e-e-esss. A-

round the world the trip begins with a ki-i-i-iss

Roam if you want to, roam around the world!
Roam if you want to, without wings, without wheels

(instrumental)

Take it

hip to hip, rocket through the wilderness e-e-esss. Take it...

(many times to fade)